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Abstract

Section 1228 of the 2015 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) states: “The Secretary of Defense, in coordination with the Secretary of State and the Director of National Intelligence, shall provide for the conduct of an independent assessment of the effectiveness of the United States’ efforts to disrupt, dismantle, and defeat Al-Qaeda, including its affiliated groups, associated groups, and adherents since September 11, 2001.” The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations/Low Intensity Conflict (ASD (SO/LIC)) asked CNA to conduct this independent assessment, which was completed in August 2017.

In order to conduct this assessment, CNA used a comparative methodology that included eight case studies on groups affiliated or associated with Al-Qaeda. These case studies were then used as a dataset for cross-case comparison.

This document is a stand-alone version of the Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) case study used in the Independent Assessment. CNA is publishing each of the eight case studies separately for the convenience of analysts and others who may have a regional or functional focus that corresponds to a specific case study. For the context in which this case study was used and for CNA’s full findings, see Independent Assessment of U.S. Government Efforts against Al-Qaeda.
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<td>African-led International Support Mission in Mali</td>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQ</td>
<td>Al-Qaeda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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<td>ISIL</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISR</td>
<td>intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSOTF-TS</td>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUJWA</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDAA</td>
<td>National Defense Authorization Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGI</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSCTP</td>
<td>Trans-Sahara Counter-Terrorism Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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Introduction

Section 1228 of the 2015 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) states, “The Secretary of Defense, in coordination with the Secretary of State and the Director of National Intelligence, shall provide for the conduct of an independent assessment of the effectiveness of the United States’ efforts to disrupt, dismantle, and defeat Al-Qaeda, including its affiliated groups, associated groups, and adherents since September 11, 2001.” The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations/Low Intensity Conflict (ASD (SO/LIC)) asked CNA to conduct this independent assessment, which was completed in August 2017.1

Section 1228 specified that the independent assessment should include these topics:

1. An assessment of Al-Qaeda core’s current relationship with affiliated groups, associated groups, and adherents, and how it has changed over time.

2. An assessment of the current objectives, capabilities, and overall strategy of Al-Qaeda core, its affiliated groups, associated groups, and adherents, and how they have changed over time.

3. An assessment of the operational and organizational structure of Al-Qaeda core, its affiliated groups, associated groups, and adherents, and how it has changed over time.

4. An analysis of the activities that have proven to be most effective and least effective at disrupting and dismantling Al-Qaeda, its affiliated groups, associated groups, and adherents.

5. Recommendations for United States policy to disrupt, dismantle, and defeat Al-Qaeda, its affiliated groups, associated groups, and adherents.

---

In order to answer the first four questions posed by Section 1228, CNA conducted eight case studies on groups affiliated and associated with Al-Qaeda. The case studies were then used to conduct a cross-case comparative analysis.

This document is a stand-alone version of the Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) case study used in the Independent Assessment. CNA is publishing each of the eight case studies separately for the convenience of analysts and others who may have a regional or functional focus that corresponds to a specific case study. For the context in which this case study was used and for CNA’s full findings, see the Independent Assessment of U.S. Government Efforts against Al-Qaeda.

The present case study is organized as follows: First, we introduce AQIM by highlighting its leadership structure, its relationship with Al-Qaeda core, its ideology and goals, and its funding. Second, we explain the evolution of the group by phases, from its origins to the present day. Third, we outline the vulnerabilities in the areas of Mali where AQIM operates. Fourth, we outline the U.S. approach to countering AQIM. We conclude the case study with a discussion on whether the U.S. has, at any time, effectively defeated, dismantled, or disrupted the group.

---

2 These groups include: Al-Qaeda "core," Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), Al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI), Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP), al-Shebab, Al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent (AQIS), Al-Qaeda Syria (AQS), and the Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG).

3 McQuaid et al., Independent Assessment of U.S. Government Efforts against Al-Qaeda.
Overview of AQIM

Leadership and structure

AQIM originated in Algeria and has substantial Saharan operations. It is led by an emir, Algerian national Abd al-Malik Droukdel. He works with the Shura (Consultative) Council and the Council of Notables, all based in Algeria. AQIM is organized into battalions, which have several dozen fighters in them at any given time.\(^4\) Battalion commanders have considerable independence, especially in the Sahara.\(^5\) In the mid-2000s, AQIM's Saharan battalions—particularly Tariq ibn Ziyad and the Veiled Men—competed against one another and at times disobeyed Al-Qaeda Central’s leadership.\(^6\) AQIM's northern Algerian battalions are generally considered weaker than their Saharan counterparts.\(^7\)

AQIM has undergone various schisms and rapprochements. In 2011, a Mauritanian-led group broke away, calling itself the Movement for Unity and Jihad in West Africa (MUJWA).\(^8\) In December 2012, the Veiled Men Battalion split from AQIM, rebranding

---


itself Signers in Blood (Al-Muwaqqi'un bi-l-Dam). In August 2013, the Veiled Men and MUJWA merged to form a new group, al-Murabitun. In late 2015, AQIM reincorporated al-Murabitun, perhaps to present a united front against ISIL.9 In March 2017, a new coalition called Jama‘at Nasr al-Islam wa-l-Muslimin (The Group for Supporting Islam and Muslims) unified AQIM’s Saharan battalions, al-Murabitun, and two Malian jihadist groups, Ansar al-Din (Defenders of the Faith) and the Masina Liberation Front. The group is led by Malian national and long-time AQIM ally Iyad Ag Ghali, who reports to Droukdel.10

There are two small breakaway units that pledged allegiance to ISIL and have not been reintegrated into AQIM: Jund al-Khilafa (Soldiers of the Caliphate), based in northern Algeria, was created in September 2014. Islamic State in the Greater Sahara pledged allegiance to ISIL in al-Murabitun’s name in May 2015, but was disavowed by al-Murabitun’s leader.11 Neither group has posed a significant challenge to AQIM so far.

**Relationship with the core**

In the early 1990s, AQIM’s indirect predecessor, the Armed Islamic Group (GIA), was in loose contact with Osama Bin Laden and Ayman al-Zawahiri, who gave the group some funding. In the mid-1990s, the GIA and Al-Qaeda had a falling out.12 AQIM’s direct predecessor, the Salafi Group for Preaching and Combat (GSPC), broke away from the GIA in 1998. After some initial efforts at joining in 2000, the group re-

---


10 See the group’s founding statement, available at http://jihadology.net/2017/03/02/new-video-message-from-jamaah-nus%1E% B9%A3rat-al-islam-wa-l-muslimin-founding-statement/.


established connections with Al-Qaeda.\(^{13}\) In 2001–2002, an Al-Qaeda emissary toured the GSPC's camps.\(^{14}\)

In 2003, the GSPC pledged allegiance to Al-Qaeda.\(^{15}\) The GSPC developed ties to Al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI), taking strategic and tactical guidance from AQI's Abu Mus'ab al-Zarqawi, with whom Droukdel corresponded starting in 2004. Al-Zarqawi helped to facilitate the GSPC's merger with Al-Qaeda.\(^{16}\)

The GSPC formally merged with Al-Qaeda in 2006 and adopted the name AQIM in January 2007.\(^{17}\) Bin Laden blessed the merger, but it was managed by al-Zawahiri.\(^{18}\) The GSPC was weak at the time of the merger, lacking weapons, popular support, and

---


Droukdel may have hoped that the merger would solidify his control over GSPC battalions and bring other North African jihadist groups under his control, but neither hope was realized. 

Though under Al-Qaeda's banner, AQIM's ties to Al-Qaeda core were loose. Initial funding from the core, estimated at several hundred thousand dollars, allowed AQIM to perpetrate the December 2007 suicide bombing at the United Nations building in Algiers. The merger boosted recruitment, quickly drawing about twenty Moroccans and several dozen Mauritanians to AQIM's Saharan units. Yet AQIM functioned largely autonomously. Al-Qaeda core sometimes sought to give AQIM strategic guidance, but AQIM sometimes rejected the advice. For example, Al-Qaeda core insisted that AQIM make political demands when negotiating with European governments over hostages, rather than just seeking ransom payments. Al-Qaeda core also advised AQIM “to avoid being occupied with [fighting] the local security forces,” and to instead concentrate on fighting Americans in the region. In neither case did AQIM closely follow these suggestions. The death of Bin Laden and the elevation of al-Zawahiri to overall leadership of Al-Qaeda did not bring Al-Qaeda core

---


22 Al-Mauritani letter to Al-Qaeda Central, p. 4.


and AQIM demonstrably closer. Decisions within AQIM continue to occur primarily at the battalion level, and battalion commanders regularly buck the orders of Droukdel, to say nothing of those coming from al-Zawahiri.

In the split between Al-Qaeda and ISIL, AQIM has sided firmly with Al-Qaeda and al-Zawahiri. AQIM has also moved closer to AQAP. Since 2014, the two groups have released several joint statements, one of them a condemnation of ISIL. AQIM has clashed with ISIL’s would-be affiliate in the Sahara, but AQIM leaders still hope to reabsorb the defectors, and they use relatively conciliatory language about ISIL’s local supporters.

**Ideology and goals**

AQIM’s predecessors sought to overthrow the Algerian state and replace it with their hardline version of an “Islamic” state. Whereas the GIA turned against the Algerian population, the GSPC concentrated on attacking military targets. AQIM has retained the GSPC’s strategy, and Droukdel has said that AQIM’s objective for the Maghreb region is “to rescue our countries from the tentacles of these criminal regimes that betrayed their religion, and their people.” AQIM vehemently rejects French influence and Western influence generally. Influential Saharan battalion commander Mokhtar Belmokhtar stated in a 2006 interview that AQIM’s violence in the Sahel was responding to the growing U.S. military presence there, perhaps referring to the

---


United States’ Pan-Sahel Initiative, which ran from 2002 to 2005, and its successor program, the Trans-Saharan Counterterrorism Partnership.30

Yet since the mid-2000s, AQIM has seemed to acknowledge that the overthrow of the Algerian state is now a remote dream at best. By most accounts, Algeria's internal security organs are among the most capable on the continent. Additionally, although the GSPC’s initial move into the Sahara may have been motivated by survival and a desire to rebuild its financial strength and manpower, the “Sahara-ization” of the GSPC/AQIM led the group to focus heavily on trans-Saharan crime, including kidnappings and drug smuggling.31

The jihadist occupation of Mali in 2012-2013 evoked bitter internal debate within AQIM concerning strategy. Droukdel rebuked local commanders, warning them that by rushing to impose a hardline version of shari’a, they were antagonizing civilians, potential political allies, and key tribes.32 For his part, Belmokhtar complained that AQIM was insufficiently ambitious: “Over the course of a decade, we have not seen a proper military attack, despite extraordinary financial capabilities. Our work has been limited to the routine of kidnappings, of which the mujahidin are getting bored.”33

French-led operations shattered the northern Malian jihadist emirate in 2013. Since then, AQIM has operated as a clandestine terrorist group, seeking to stage spectacular attacks and to lay the groundwork for future jihadist emirates in North Africa and the Sahara. Some AQIM leaders claim that AQIM is succeeding in its goals, or is at least thwarting France’s ambitions in the Sahel.34


AQIM has shown limited inclination to carry out attacks in the United States and Europe, despite the precedent of the GIA’s attacks on France in 1994 and 1995. AQIM has kidnapped Westerners and has attacked foreign assets in North Africa and the Sahara, including embassies, United Nations buildings, and UN peacekeepers. Yet AQIM has rarely attempted to kidnap Americans, and has not directly attacked U.S. military personnel in the region. Given that the United States has a policy of not paying ransoms, its citizens are not as vulnerable as are Canadian and European nationals—except for Americans working in the energy sector, who may be caught up in AQIM attacks on infrastructure. Finally, AQIM has shown little interest in mobilizing “remote-controlled” attacks in the United States or Europe, in the manner that AQAP and ISIL have.

**Funding**

Much of AQIM’s funding has come from kidnappings for ransom, beginning with a reported $6 million ransom paid after its first major kidnapping in 2003. Between 2008 and 2012, AQIM kidnapped 39 Westerners in the region. With European governments paying amounts anywhere up to $10 million per hostage, AQIM has amassed upwards of $50 million. AQIM’s wealth may have declined since 2013—defeat in Mali, as well as a decline in European tourism in the Sahara, has hurt AQIM’s ability to kidnap Europeans and obtain ransoms. As of February 2017, AQIM held some eight foreigners in the Sahara. AQIM has long been suspected of smuggling contraband goods and illicit drugs in the Sahara and North Africa, but the evidence is thin regarding AQIM’s participation in drug trafficking.

37 @MENASTREAM, tweet, February 8, 2017, https://twitter.com/MENASTREAM/status/829508858074783746.
Evolution of AQIM by Phase


During the 1990s, Algeria experienced a civil war following the military’s annulment of the 1991–1992 parliamentary elections. The government fought diverse factions of Islamists and jihadists. In the midst of the war, the forerunners of AQIM were two jihadist groups, the GIA and its offshoot the GSPC. Starting in 1996, the GIA’s brutality—including massacring civilians and assassinating prominent Islamists—alienated many of its supporters.\(^3\) The GSPC broke away from the GIA in 1998, promising to refocus the jihad on the Algerian state. In the late 1990s, Algeria’s civil war wound down, and mainstream Islamist fighters accepted a government amnesty; the GIA and GSPC were marginalized. The GIA faded after the death of its leader Antar Zouabri in 2002. In November 2004, Algerian forces arrested the last known emir of the GIA, which by then had been largely supplanted by the GSPC.\(^4\)

Between its founding in 1998 and 2003, the GSPC had limited capabilities. Between 2000 and 2003, it released a newsletter called *Sada al-Qital* (The Echo of Combat). Issues of the newsletter featured reports on GSPC raids against military installations,\(^4\) but the group remained small.


After the GSPC broke with the GIA, and after Algeria’s civil war wound down, the GSPC made a “Saharan turn,” increasing its operations in southern Algeria and the


\(^4\) *Sada al-Qital*, available through the Jihadi Document Repository at the University of Oslo.
Sahara in order to ensure its own survival and to compensate for its inability to overthrow the Algerian state. This period coincided with the GSPC’s pledge of allegiance to Al-Qaeda and the increasing contact between the two groups. In 2004, GSPC emir Nabil Sahraoui was killed by Algerian security forces. He was replaced by Droukdel.

The Saharan turn began in early 2003, when the GSPC kidnapped 32 European tourists in southeastern Algeria. The hostages were ransomed by the German government, working through Malian national and future AQIM ally Iyad Ag Ghali. The GSPC also began to attack local government targets: in June 2005, the GSPC raided an army post at Lemghieyt, in the far northeastern Mauritanian desert.

As part of its Saharan turn, the GSPC/AQIM established a deep presence in northern Mali, initially led by Saharan commander Mokhtar Belmokhtar. He and Algerian national Yahya Abu Hammam reportedly based themselves in Mali as early as 2003. AQIM wooed northern Malian populations through a combination of embedding itself in the smuggling economy that connects Algeria and Mali, and making religious appeals. AQIM commanders and fighters also intermarried with local families; Belmokhtar reportedly married at least one woman in Mali. AQIM also cultivated contacts among Malian Arabs and the Tuareg. Additionally, AQIM and its intermediaries built networks of collusion with Malian state officials who tolerated smuggling and kidnapping.

---


Phase three: Intensive kidnappings in the Sahara, renewed terrorism in Algeria (2006-2011)

The GSPC joined Al-Qaeda in 2006 and became AQIM in 2007. After 2008, AQIM made Mali the epicenter of its kidnapping operations; AQIM used Mali to hold hostages from its kidnappings in Niger; it kidnapped Europeans inside Mali, including four Europeans taken at a desert music festival in January 2009, and seized a Frenchman in November 2009.


Nema in August 2010, and a failed plot to assassinate Mauritanian President Mohamed Ould Abd al-Aziz in 2011. AQIM attacks in Mauritania ended in 2011, possibly due to a secret truce between Abd al-Aziz and AQIM. Before and after 2011, Mauritania has been a key recruiting site for AQIM.

During this period, AQIM treated Niger primarily as a zone for kidnappings, including two Canadian diplomats in December 2008, seven workers of the uranium mining company Areva in September 2010, and two Frenchmen in 2011. Toward the end of this period, AQIM developed some ties to jihadist groups in Nigeria. At least three Nigerian jihadists involved with Boko Haram trained with AQIM’s Tariq ibn Ziyad Battalion prior to 2009. They put Boko Haram in touch with AQIM senior leadership after the failure of Boko Haram’s mass uprising in July 2009. Boko Haram sought training and weapons, especially bomb-making training and materials, from AQIM. Boko Haram also wrote to Bin Laden asking to join Al-Qaeda, but Boko
Haram never became an official Al-Qaeda affiliate. AQIM publicly offered Boko Haram assistance in February 2010, and may have trained the Boko Haram suicide bombers who attacked Nigeria’s capital of Abuja in two separate incidents in June 2011 and August 2011. However, AQIM also helped establish the Boko Haram breakaway sect Ansar al-Muslimin fi Bilad al-Sudan (better known as Ansaru) in 2011-2012. Ansaru publicly criticized Boko Haram’s leadership and its willingness to kill civilians.

As it conducted attacks and built local ties in the Sahara and in West Africa, the GSPC/AQIM continued to target northern Algeria. Starting in 2005, the GSPC began to use bombings more frequently. AQIM’s peak year for high-profile terrorism inside Algeria was 2007. In April 2007, AQIM perpetrated twin suicide bombings in the capital Algiers, targeting the office of then–Prime Minister Abdelaziz Belkhadem and a police station. In December 2007, AQIM conducted another twin bombing in Algiers, targeting the United Nations headquarters and the Supreme Constitutional Court. Another significant year was 2011, when AQIM fighters carried out numerous raids and bombings targeting soldiers and police. The Algerian security forces, however, have limited AQIM’s presence in northern Algeria.

In terms of media, the GSPC replaced its newsletter Sada al-Qital with a new publication, Al-Jama’a (The Group) from 2004-2006, but discontinued that...
publication when the group formally joined Al-Qaeda. After the affiliation, AQIM developed a highly professional media wing called Al-Andalus.

**Phase four: The Arab Spring and the jihadist occupation of Northern Mali (January 2011–January 2013)**

Inside Algeria, the Arab Spring protest movement failed to challenge the regime’s stability and did not offer AQIM a political opening. AQIM played no military role in the Tunisian and Libyan revolutions of 2011, but the group sought to shape the revolutions there. AQIM worked with local jihadist groups, especially Ansar al-Sharia, in both Tunisia and Libya. In 2012, AQIM launched a small unit in Tunisia, the Uqba ibn Nafi Battalion. The battalion publicized its link to AQIM in 2015, and has likely absorbed some members of Ansar al-Sharia in Tunisia (AST), but its “low-level insurgency... has not altered the status quo in Tunisia.” AQIM issued statements supporting the revolution in Libya, and urging Libyans to create an Islamic state.

---


Since the Arab Spring, AQIM has used southern Libya as a rear base, training center, and smuggling hub.\(^{74}\)

Meanwhile, AQIM seized the opportunity to join a rebellion in northern Mali, acting initially as a quiet and minor player, but soon taking center stage as its partners established a short-lived jihadist emirate. During 2010-2011, activists in northern Mali and the diaspora prepared the ground for a separatist Tuareg rebellion. The Tuareg-led National Movement for the Liberation of the Azawad (French acronym, MNLA) formed in October 2011, and proclaimed the goal of establishing an independent state of “Azawad” in northern Mali. When AQIM’s ally and negotiating partner Iyad Ag Ghali failed to secure leadership of the MNLA (or, alternatively, when he rejected the group’s aims), he formed his own group—the jihadist Ansar al-Din.\(^{75}\) These developments allowed AQIM to capitalize on splits within the Tuareg rebel leadership.\(^{76}\)

AQIM provided Ansar al-Din with military, financial, and logistical support.\(^{77}\) Ansar al-Din soon joined forces with AQIM and an AQIM offshoot, MUJWA. After Ansar al-Din and the MNLA cooperated between January and March 2012 to capture northern Malian cities, the partnership collapsed. Ansar al-Din proclaimed that its goal was not the MNLA’s vision of separatism but, rather, the imposition of sharia.\(^{78}\) After attempts to work out a truce in April and May, the jihadist groups drove the MNLA out of major northern Malian cities by June.

In January 2013, the jihadist coalition in northern Mali advanced into the country’s central Mopti and Segou regions. The advance provoked a French military intervention, Operation Serval. Together with African partners, especially Chad, the French drove jihadists out of northern Malian cities and began hunting them in the northern Malian desert. The jihadist occupation of northern Mali caused a spike in


AQIM’s Saharan and Sahelian recruitment, perhaps to several thousand affiliated fighters, but the collapse of the jihadist enclave meant that AQIM’s numbers in the Sahara shrank again—perhaps to as low as a few hundred fighters.79

Phase five: Terrorism after the fall of the Malian enclave (January 2013–present)

Since the completion of Operation Serval, French intervention has killed several commanders from AQIM and allied groups, including Abd al-Hamid Abu Zayd (killed in February 2013).80 A U.S. drone strike in Libya may have killed Belmokhtar in November 2016.81

Starting in 2013, AQIM and its allies launched a campaign of terrorist attacks in northern Mali and beyond. Within Mali, AQIM now often targets the United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA). AQIM also works to destabilize the peace process between the Malian government and non-jihadist rebel groups.

Beyond Mali, AQIM and its offshoots and allies—especially Belmokhtar’s fighters—have perpetrated several major attacks on hotels and energy infrastructure. Hotel attacks include the November 2015 attack in Bamako, Mali; the January 2016 attack in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso; and the March 2016 attack in Grand Bassam, Cote d’Ivoire. Attacks on energy infrastructure include two incidents: the mass hostage-taking at the Tigentourine gas facility in In Amenas, Algeria by Belmokhtar’s unit in January 2013, and Belmokhtar’s twin suicide bombings of the Somair uranium mine in Arlit, Niger, and an army barracks in Agadez, Niger, in May 2013.82

the Tigentourine attack, Belmokhtar presented these incidents as revenge for the French-led intervention in Mali.\(^{83}\)

AQIM is also involved in intra-jihadist struggles in eastern Libya. AQIM supports Ansar al-Sharia Libya and other AQ-leaning groups against ISIL and the anti-Islamist/anti-jihadist General Khalifa Haftar.\(^{84}\) Belmokhtar is the most prominent AQIM leader with a recurring presence in Libya. He reportedly set up training camps in southwestern Libya in 2011–2012, which he used to train fighters for the attack on Tigentourine.\(^{85}\) The expulsion of ISIL from Sirte in late 2016 may ultimately benefit AQIM and Ansar al-Sharia Libya.

As Belmokhtar's career since 2013 demonstrates, AQIM has strong capabilities to mount spectacular attacks, but the Al-Qaeda affiliate faces several major pressures simultaneously: even as Belmokhtar's al-Murabitun perpetrated attacks on major energy sites and on urban hotels across northwest Africa from 2013 to 2016, Belmokhtar had repeated brushes with death and may be dead at the time of this writing. In northern Algeria, Droukdel and AQIM's battalions seem incapable of perpetrating major attacks. Regionwide, AQIM lacks the ability to hold territory except in conditions of extreme state weakness. Even then, AQIM can take territory only when it enjoys substantial rapport with local jihadists.

\(^{83}\) “‘Al-Muwaqqi’un bi-l-Dam’ Tatawa‘ad Mazidan min al-Duwal [The Signers in Blood Threaten More Countries],” Al Jazeera, January 21, 2013, http://www.aljazeera.net/news/arabic/2013/1/21/%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D9%88%D9%82%D8%B9%D9%88%D9%86-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A8%D9%85-%D8%AA%D8%AA%D9%88%D8%B9%D8%AF-%D9%85%D8%B2%D9%8A%D8%AF%D8%A7-%D9%85%D9%86-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AF%D9%88%D9%84.


\(^{85}\) Tim Lister, “Mokhtar Belmokhtar: Al-Qaeda Figure Was a Legend Among Jihadists,” CNN, June 14, 2015, http://www.cnn.com/2015/06/14/world/mokhtar-belmokhtar/.
Security Vulnerabilities in Mali

Table 1 below summarizes the security vulnerabilities in Mali, where AQIM has been operating. While it is not the only place where AQIM operates in the Sahel region, we focus on Mali given its importance as a base of operations for the organization.

Table 1. Security vulnerabilities in Mali (2003-2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vulnerability</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal conflict</strong></td>
<td>• Mali’s separatist rebellions, led by segments of the ethnic Tuareg group beginning in the 1960s, eventually created a pool of political allies for AQIM in northern Mali.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• AQIM’s premier local partner became Iyad Ag Ghali, a former rebel. When the fourth Tuareg rebellion began in 2012, AQIM, Ag Ghali, and their partners quickly sidelined separatist rebels and imposed jihadist rule over northern cities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Even after the French-led Operation Serval ended jihadist rule in early 2013, AQIM and its allies continue to benefit from the multi-sided conflict that still rages in northern Mali.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The spread of this conflict into central Mali has empowered AQIM’s allies among segments of the Fulani, another important ethnic group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weakness of the central government</strong></td>
<td>• The Malian state has struggled to govern northern Mali since independence. The state’s weakness allowed AQIM/GSPC to gain a foothold there in the early 2000s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The state was not only unable to control crime – certain state officials even colluded with criminals, including AQIM.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The weakness of the Malian state triggered events in 2012 that led to state collapse: first, Mali’s armed forces began losing battles to separatist rebels; second, junior officers angered at these defeats launched a successful coup against the civilian government in the south; third, the chaos in Bamako helped AQIM and its allies extend</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since Operation Serval, the state has not been able to impose law and order in northern and central Mali; the continuing chaos benefits AQIM.

### Illegitimacy of the central government
- The Malian state is poor, corrupt, and deeply dependent on foreign aid. Many Malians appear disenchanted with mainstream politicians. Such attitudes do not mean that Malians are flocking to AQIM, but this atmosphere does hurt the state’s efforts to rebuild legitimacy.
- Corruption continues to undermine efforts, both internal and external, to reform and strengthen Mali’s armed forces.

### Demographic instability
- Mali has a high birthrate and a youth bulge (roughly half of the population was under 18 in 2012), which may have boosted AQIM’s recruitment.

### Security sector ineffectiveness
- Mali’s inability to confront AQIM militarily is a symptom of the weakness of the Malian state. Since the late 2000s, when AQIM first became a major security concern in Mali, the country’s security forces have struggled to respond to AQIM.
- Perhaps recognizing its own weakness, the Malian state has sometimes preferred to make deals with AQIM, especially prisoner exchanges.

### Neighbors in crisis
- The origins of AQIM/GSPC in Mali date to the Algerian civil war and that country’s crisis in the 1990s and early 2000s.
- The Libyan revolution of 2011 contributed to Mali’s destabilization by causing flows of fighters and weapons to northern Mali. This situation aided AQIM indirectly, by boosting Tuareg separatists and contributing to chaos in early 2012, and directly, when Libyan weapons reached AQIM.

---

87 Kamissa Camara, *Mali is becoming a failed state and it is not the jihadists’ fault*, Africa Research Institute, November 16, 2016, https://www.africaresearchinstitute.org/newsite/blog/mali-becoming-failed-state-not-jihadists-fault/.


U.S. Approach to Counter AQIM

Table 2 on the next page describes the approaches the U.S. has taken to countering AQIM from 2003-2017.
Table 2. U.S. approaches to AQIM (2003-2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Approach</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Unilateral Direct Action     | • Open sources give little indication that the U.S. has undertaken any unilateral direction action in Mali. However, the April 2012 deaths of three U.S. soldiers in a car crash in Bamako raised questions about the extent of covert U.S. operations in Mali.  
  • In 2015, U.S. forces in Bamako participated in the response to the Radisson hotel attack by AQIM and its allies; U.S. forces reportedly helped to move freed hostages to secure locations while Malian forces engaged AQIM gunmen. |
| Security Cooperation/Building Partner Capacity (Train and Equip) | • Train-and-equip programs, run through the Trans-Sahara Counter-Terrorism Partnership (TSCTP), have been the centerpiece of U.S. counter-AQIM efforts in Mali. Mali was an original member of TSCTP’s predecessor program, the Pan-Sahel Initiative, and Mali has often been the top recipient of bilateral TSCTP funding since that program’s creation in 2005.  
  • 2009 saw a major increase in U.S. involvement in training missions in Mali, reflecting an increase in attacks by AQIM.  
  Joint Special Operations Task Force – Trans Sahara (JSOTF-TS) began to train and equip special counterterrorism units.  
  • The March 2012 coup in Mali prompted, for legal reasons, a suspension of U.S. assistance. After the coup, U.S. assistance continued to flow, conditional on its Malian counterpart improving governance and engaging the population. |

---


elections of July/August 2013, training resumed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Civil Military Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• As part of TSCTP, the U.S. has deployed Civil Military Support Elements (CMSEs) to Mali and other TSCTP countries. For example, a CMSE and USAID delivered humanitarian aid in northern Mali prior to the 2012 crisis. The CMSE’s work involved, among other efforts, helping the Malian Ministry of Health to vaccinate populations in areas seen as vulnerable to AQIM’s influence. The U.S. also deploys Military Information Support Teams (MIST) to TSCTP countries, and has done so at points in Mali.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support Host Nation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Before and after the interruption in assistance, the U.S. has supported the Malian state and civil society in advancing democracy, strengthening governance, and promoting the rule of law. Prior to the 2012 coup, USAID addressed what it saw as root causes of terrorism in northern Mali, and working to increase access to potable water, create jobs for at-risk youth, and disseminate messages of peace through the radio. Since the restoration of assistance in 2013, one key U.S. program has been the Security Governance Initiative (SGI). SGI launched in 2014 with the intent of strengthening security and governance to combat and undermine terrorism in Africa. Initial funding for the program was set at $65 million, and Mali was one of the initial six partner countries. In Mali, SGI has focused on capacity-building within the Ministries of Defense, Security, and Justice.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

95 Whitlock, “Mysterious fatal crash provides rare glimpse of U.S. commandos in Mali.”
From 2008-2015, AFRICOM operated a news website called Magharebia, which sought to counter violent extremism in North and West Africa.

Counter-messaging is also done by MIST personnel (see above).

Since the crisis of 2012-2013, the U.S. has had three key partners in Mali: France, the European Union, and the United Nations.

When France launched Operation Serval, the U.S. provided critical logistical support, airlifting French and African soldiers and equipment. The U.S. deployed approximately two dozen soldiers to Mali in 2013, including (as publicly reported) ten soldiers providing “liaison support” in non-combat roles, and another two-dozen stationed at U.S. Embassy Bamako.102

After Serval ended in 2014 and France transitioned to Operation Barkhane, a region-wide counterterrorism operation, the U.S. continued to provide “aerial refueling, transportation and intelligence assistance” to the French military.103

The U.S. also supports the European Union Training Mission (EUTM) in Mali, the key Western-led security sector reform effort in the country since 2013.104

The U.S. has also provided significant support to the United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA), which was established in May 2013. By August 2014, the U.S. had given $115 million to MINUSMA, and had spent an additional $173 million on “logistical support, training, and critical

---

equipment, such as vehicles and communications, to African peacekeepers deploying to MINUSMA and its predecessor, the African-led International Support Mission in Mali (AFISMA).”

**Security Sector Reform**

- Prior to 2012, U.S. programs in Mali focused on counterterrorism training rather than security sector reform per se. As noted above, since 2013 the premier security sector reform program in Mali has been the EUTM, in which the U.S. plays a supporting role.
- The above-mentioned SGI program also has a substantial security sector reform component.

**Intelligence and Information Sharing**

- Since at least 2007, the U.S. has conducted intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance (ISR) including manned and unmanned surveillance flights over the Sahara (including northern Mali).106 Currently, AFRICOM operates at least four drone facilities with responsibility for conductingISR in the Sahel-Sahara region; these facilities are in Burkina Faso, Niger, and Chad.107
- This intelligence is shared with France in support of Operation Barkhane.108 Open sources do not say whether such information is shared with the government of Mali.

---


Discussion

At any time did the U.S. effectively defeat, dismantle, or disrupt AQIM?

The U.S. has never attempted to defeat AQIM. Rather, the U.S. has attempted to enable Mali, France, and other partner governments to disrupt and dismantle AQIM. As of early 2017, the U.S. goal seems to be to contain and degrade AQIM by supporting France’s Operation Barkhane, the EUTM, and MINUSMA. AFRICOM recognizes its limited role but seeks to do more, including “a more active role in defeating AQIM.”

For the most part, the U.S. has not directly attempted to dismantle AQIM. There has been almost no kinetic network targeting, with two significant exceptions:

- During Operation Serval, French-led forces killed several AQIM sub-commanders, notably Abd al-Hamid Abu Zayd. These efforts relied on U.S. logistical support and perhaps also on U.S. intelligence.

- Beyond Mali, the U.S. and France have both attempted to kill AQIM sub-commander Mokhtar Belmokhtar in Libya; his death would be a blow to AQIM, but it remains unconfirmed.

U.S.-trained Malian forces have been ineffective at dismantling AQIM. Malian forces have registered few kills or captures of major AQIM figures. Moreover, the government of Mali’s willingness to conduct prisoner exchanges with AQIM undermines the goal of dismantling AQIM; some European governments have paid hostage ransoms to AQIM and may continue to do so, which also complicates effort to dismantle the group.

U.S.-trained Malian forces have also been ineffective at disrupting AQIM. The Malian state was unable to prevent AQIM from making social, economic, and political inroads in the north. AQIM kidnapped thirty-nine Westerners in the Sahara between 2008 and 2012, and used Mali as a key holding site for hostages.


The exception to this pattern of failure was Operation Serval. During Serval, U.S. support was critical to French-led efforts to disrupt AQIM in 2013. France and its partners, primarily Chad, successfully ended the control that AQIM and allied groups exercised over northern Malian cities.

Since 2013, however, the U.S. and France have not significantly disrupted AQIM and allied groups. Having resumed an underground existence, AQIM and its allies periodically carry out high-profile attacks on infrastructure and tourist sites throughout northwest Africa. Within Mali, jihadists are waging a sustained guerrilla campaign against the Malian state, rival armed groups, and MINUSMA. Such attacks have made northern Mali – and, increasingly, central Mali and northern Burkina Faso – extremely difficult to govern. The counterterrorism capacity of Mali’s armed forces remains low.

Overall, U.S. efforts to disrupt AQIM in Mali have been ineffective for the following reasons.

- Washington overestimated the Malian state as a partner, both in terms of its democratic credentials and its effectiveness.

- U.S. train-and-equip programs were ill matched to the capabilities of the Malian armed forces. U.S. training was initially too episodic and brief to make a lasting difference in Malian units’ effectiveness, and U.S. equipment was often too complicated for Malian soldiers to operate.\textsuperscript{111}

- TSCTP was poorly implemented: approximately half of the funds allocated for fiscal years 2009-2013 were not disbursed. Moreover, “TSCTP program managers [were] unable to readily provide data on the status of” the disbursed funds.\textsuperscript{112} Mali was the top recipient of bilateral TSCTP funding, but only $24.4 million of the approximately $40.6 million allocated for Mali was disbursed.\textsuperscript{113} Although TSCTP programming in the arena of democracy and messaging had some positive effects on attitudes, such programming did not necessarily reach the most vulnerable populations in the north.\textsuperscript{114}

\textsuperscript{111} Simon Powelson, *Enduring Engagement, Yes, Episodic Engagement, No: Lessons for SOF from Mali*, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA. https://calhoun.nps.edu/handle/10945/38996


\textsuperscript{113} *Combating Terrorism: U.S. Efforts in northwest Africa Would Be Strengthened by Enhanced Program Management*, p. 16.

\textsuperscript{114} *Combating Terrorism: U.S. Efforts in northwest Africa Would Be Strengthened by Enhanced Program Management*, p. 22.
evaluation of TSCTP programs was often poor or nonexistent, making it difficult to gauge such programs’ success or failure.\textsuperscript{115}

**Did any security vulnerabilities emerge since the start of AQIM?**

With respect to Mali, the only truly new vulnerability to emerge during the 2003-2017 period was the revolution and ensuing turmoil in Libya, which boosted the military capabilities of Tuareg separatists and of AQIM and its allies. Other vulnerabilities are not new, but they did worsen, particularly the weakness of the central state. The interlocking crises of early 2012 (the separatist rebellion and the military coup) were the culmination of long-term trends in Mali - but they were also ruptures that created rare opportunities for AQIM and its allies to hold territory.

**What were the major shifts or changes in the U.S. approach?**

In many ways, there has been continuity in the U.S. approach to Mali - in the bilateral relationship, the emphasis is on train-and-equip programs, combined with governance and development efforts. After the 2012-2013 crisis, several reviews of TSCTP were undertaken afterwards, but no major changes have been made to TSCTP. SGI is a program largely in line with previous approaches, although it more explicitly prioritizes security sector reform.

What has changed is the extent of the U.S. relationship with third parties in Mali. MINUSMA and the EUTM, both of which the U.S. supports, are new entities, and the U.S. partnership with France has deepened since 2012.

Another trend is the intensification of intelligence collection, particularly through surveillance flights, since 2007 and especially since 2013.

\textsuperscript{115} Swedberg and Smith, *Trans-Sahara Counterterrorism Partnership (TSCTP) Evaluative Study*, p. 1.
Conclusion

In this case study, we examined AQIM's leadership structure, its relationship with Al-Qaeda core, its ideology and goals, and its funding. We also examined how the group has evolved over time. We outlined the vulnerabilities in Mali's security environment that AQIM has exploited, and the relative effectiveness of the U.S. government’s approaches to counter AQIM over time. For the full context in which this case study was used, see the Independent Assessment of U.S. Government Efforts against Al-Qaeda.116
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